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No warranties are given. The license may not give you all of the permissions necessary for
your intended use. For example, other rights such as publicity, privacy, or moral rights may
limit how you use the material.
The opinion stated in this report reflects the opinion of the authors and not the
opinion of the European Commission.
All INDIGO consortium members are also committed to publish accurate and up to date
information and take the greatest care to do so. However, the INDIGO consortium members
cannot accept liability for any inaccuracies or omissions nor do they accept liability for any
direct, indirect, special, consequential or other losses or damages of any kind arising out of
the use of this information.
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Nomenclature
CMS

Content Management System

EU

European Union

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

RSS

Really Simple Syndication

SN

Social Network

URL

Uniform Resource Locator

WP
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1. Introduction
This report provides a basic understanding of key focal development principles considered
during the implementation of INDIGO´s website. In addition, a description of the website’s
current architectural structure and initial instantiation as of April 2016 is presented. The website
was designed and implemented by R2M Solution, using the open source WordPress content
management system (CMS).
Technical specifications, graphic reproductions, and future development strategies will be
presented herewith and are subject to change as the consortium sees fit and project
requirements evolve. The web design and development methodology, and preliminary plans
to improve upon the existing communicative features and functionalities will continue through
the project’s first year. A continual improvement process loop is expected to take place through
the project lifecycle thus fostering organic growth and in full consideration of the changing
demands of its users. However, it is expected that after the first year within the project lifecycle,
the info-graphic content and essential functionalities will be finalised and steadily gaining
quantified public exposure on a large scale. Concurrently, it will serve as a unified contact point
for related communications and public awareness raising initiatives.
R2M Solution will maintain the website throughout the project lifecycle, and oversee its
evolution from inception to completion. Some of the many goals to be achieved include project
cross cutting through knowledge transfer, data exchange and creative dissemination activities.
The website is currently composed of twelve public webpages, and it is linked to a private
portal reserved to the project consortium partners. The site also acts as synergistic landing
page to optimise search engine rankings and create project awareness through a harmonic
and robust online presence. Supportive communication channels heavily linked within the
project website will align with current digital trends, and technical standards. Some examples
include, but are not limited to, Twitter, LinkedIn, email newsletter. Unifying semiotics and colour
schemes, as well as effective linkage to sister platforms and partnering websites, will ease the
browsing process in parallel to increase stakeholder engagement.
There are several purposes of the website, most notably to allow for a unified identity and a
platform for interested parties to quickly gain access to key project facts, scope and objectives.
In order to make the website a lively environment with an identifiable brand identity, eliciting
user involvement and gathering relevant data to support the achievement of project objectives,
several methodologies will be borrowed from e-marketing best practices. This expanded
visibility will help to convey a holistic and accurate depiction of project goals and results while
stimulating two-way communications, both internally and externally.
The aspiration of the consortium goes beyond a final solution at this moment, but instead takes
the lead of further enhancements both in terms of content and technologies according to the
project stakeholders evolving needs. The over-arching objective of the website, in conjunction
with the interrelated social networking profiles, is to foster cooperation among INDIGO
consortium members, special interest groups, relevant research and/or commercial projects,
and industrial initiatives such as events, workshops and newsfeeds.
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2. Design and implementation
INDIGO website (www.indigo-project.eu) clearly describes the project specifications with a
heavy use of info graphics and from a high level perspective. Subsequently, for interested
parties, a clear path is set forth towards finding more technical and non-technical details as
well as entry points for collaborations. The goal is for both visitors and administrators to have
an interactive central landing page that can provide essential functionalities while being both
informative and user-friendly.
The appearance of the website reflects the public image and identity of the project through a
clean and simple functional design with key calls to action presented across several touch
points. The site was officially launched on April 1st 2016. Essentially, an over-simplification of
technical terms will occur and be presented in a user-friendly format so as to effectively teach
visitors what the project is all about, why they should care, and how they can get involved.

3. Website content
The website design and content follows the specifications of WP7 “Communication and
Results Dissemination”. For a briefing of the evolving architectural and graphical user interface
structure, in Figure 1 there is a hierarchical process map which was used to develop the overall
navigation process while keeping user experience at the forefront of all decisions.

3.1 Architecture
The structure of the website is a key determining factor to its overall success. Grounded in
user-centricity, surfers must not be confused as to where to find the desired information and
they must be able to perform any call to action such as sharing or downloading documents
within one or two clicks at the most. These actions should take less than 15 seconds at most
so as to avoid a high drop off rate. Figure 1 outlines the initial vision for the site in a graphical
process map to assist in high-level decisions and usability optimisation.

Home

About

Project

Team

Test Site

News

Public
deliverables

Results

Media

Contact

Publications

Private
area

Newsletter

Figure 1

3.2 Project website components
There are several key widgets that will strategically be placed throughout the website: share
in social media, LinkedIn, Twitter, etc. Incrementally, as the project dictations link up with the
respective audiences, relevant social networking (SN) platforms or functionalities will be
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added, such as, i.e.: email, save as, Reddit, YouTube, Pinterest, etc. The following subsections
present some of the SN platforms we plan to use in the next few months. The intention is to
create a comprehensive social media profile across several unified platforms and,
subsequently, provide easy access points in many different locations while also sprinkling the
links on most project public communications. These SN profiles will all share a common
identifying colour scheme, informative keyword utilization, and other branding related KPIs
such as tone of voice, calls to action, etc.

3.2.1 Social Network sharing widget
The pre-set page sharing widget available (Figure 2) will be implemented with further options
to share page contents across several social media networking profiles, both innovative new
technologies as well as proven powerhouse models.

Figure 2

3.2.2 Twitter widget
The historic list of tweets, to be posted by the INDIGO handle, will appear on all public pages,
and provides an incremental call to follow the projects disseminated communications.

3.2.3 Newsletter subscription widget
Figure 3 shows the widget which is a call to action for joining the project newsletter subscription
service. Once entered into the database, the system will recognize said contact as a project
stakeholder and will trigger all future correspondences to be sent to that particular email
address.
Figure 3 shows a front and back-end screenshot of the system allowing for users to subscribe
to the project or other related newsletters. The front-end (Figure 3.b) is what the user acts
upon, and the back-end (Figure 3.a) is how the administrator keeps track of the subscriber’s
contact details.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3
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3.3 Webpages description
As the website is currently in an unfinished state, both in terms of structure and content, the
following descriptions are simply a placeholder for the time being. Shortly, the final layout will
be finalised and the info-graphics will replace the text.

3.3.1 Home
The home webpage is the website’s landing page, and it is the destination if users click on the
logo located on any of the webpages.
The home page is presented with three sliding banners, just below the header, with catching
images and key messages. Then a short introduction of the justification of the project and lastly
the status and coming up events. The latest news are presented on the right side. Finally,
Twitter feeds will be added to the right side section.

3.3.2 About
This webpage describes the objectives of the project and it has two sub-pages: “Project”,
where we can find a summary of INDIGO’s developments, and “Test site” where the real test
scenario for the project, Basurto Hospital, is introduced. It will also be added information about
the second test site in Barcelona.

3.3.3 Team
In this section of the website, there is a list of the project partners with a brief summary of their
work, along with live hyperlinks leading to the respective partner’s websites. This initiative will
consolidate the assumption of transparency, which is an important aspect to publicly funded
research.

3.3.4 News
Press releases related to INDIGO’s core topic areas, both self-generated and authored by
parties external to the consortium, will play a large part in the overall dissemination strategy
and the overall success metrics of the project dissemination and exploitation activities.

3.3.5 Results
This webpage is dedicated to the dissemination of all the content created to promote the
project: “Public deliverables” (available for download), “Media” (multimedia gallery with videos,
pictures, presentations, etc.), “Publications” (contributions on conferences, papers, public
events, etc.), and “Newsletter” (once a year).

3.3.6 Contact
A high level of stakeholder engagement will be critical, and the systematic operational
processes and platforms will be standardized to assist in promotional efforts. To further assist
stakeholder interaction, a contact form is provided in this webpage.

3.3.7 Private area
This is the entry point to the subdomain partners.indigo-project.eu, a private portal where
members of the consortium can access and interact with all the work that is being done in the
project. The private area not only is a place to store templates and working documents but
also serves as a management tool for the development of INDIGO.
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3.4 Synergies
Cross-platform streamlining helps to prove project identity, and to engage new stakeholder
groups loyal to the platform in question. In other words, the project hopes to achieve a high
level of dissemination, which cannot be achieved simply using a website and nothing else.
Consequently, researchers must maintain a deep understanding of the rapidly changing
technologies because these tools can bring about a globalized efficiency expansion by
connecting stakeholders and being able to reach the desired audiences.
It is planned to open in the next few months a Twitter account and also a LinkedIn profile. In
addition, the possibility of using other social media is in discussion.

4. Technical Details
The infrastructure supporting the INDIGO dedicated website are explained here, along with a
brief introduction to the social media networking tools that can be considered.

4.1 Server and domain
The official registration of the domain name used for the INDIGO public website is
http://www.indigo-project.eu. The domain name will be registered under the .eu domain for at
least three years after the contractual end of the project completion. R2M Solution has
committed to keep the website alive and active for at least that period of time. The web server
is hosted using WordPress 3.9.2. We used the ARUBA hosting (hosting.aruba.it) using the
Hosting Easy Linux plan. The plan includes Hosting with Linux operating system, MySQL
server 5.5 as database, backup space for MySQL data, web space backup, unlimited emails,
10 GigaMails, IMAP emails, business emails and statistics. The web server is Apache, which
includes PHP Version 5.5.17.

4.2 Maintenance
As administrators of the site, R2M Solution is directly responsible for leading the calls for
contributions, graphic design, technical development and the overall online profile
management. They will also continue to perform regular content updates ensuring that all
press releases, journal publications, deliverables, etc., are posted in a timely manner. R2M
Solution is responsible for and has the sole administrative rights to make modifications to the
website’s structural composition, and will elicit validation when necessary. There will not be
any sub-contracting planned at this point in time, considering the experience and dedication of
the programming personnel. The website will ultimately be designed to satisfy the project
needs and aspirations while abiding to the communication strategy according to “EU project
Websites – Best Practice Guidelines (March 2010)”1.

4.3 Audience scorecard
A strong foundation in search engine optimisation will drive keyword rich social signals by
intertwining the key project objectives with the desired stakeholder participation. The need for
sufficient analytic responsiveness is the quintessential determining factor to allow for efficient
and effective communications, and to help improve organic search rankings. For example, if
we see that the majority of traffic is tracked to a specific geographical demographic or browser
segmentation, we can adapt accordingly by pursuing more targeted approaches for the
particular user group. The utility served by registering with Google Analytics2 facility will allow
1
2

http://www.eurosfaire.prd.fr/7pc/documents/1271333123_project_website_guidelines_en.pdf
http://www.google.com/analytics/
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for rich reports to be generated and analysed accordingly, giving a very clear picture of
information such as:
•

Number of users visiting the site;

•

What links and pages are more popular than others;

•

What websites the users are coming from;

•

Where the visitors are coming from geographically.

It is imperative that we identify the project communication content that best reaches the
targeted audiences, and concurrently be able to monitor communications campaigns.
Google Analytics has been embedded into the INDIGO website in order to analyse the
visitation patterns, browser demographics, and other important insights required for growth to
occur while keeping user-centricity at the forefront of adaptations.
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5. Conclusions
The INDIGO website is an integral element of the project dissemination strategy and will
simultaneously ensure project visibility and facilitate the diffusion of exploitable results. The
website provides a basic set of information about the project and will be regularly updated with
scientific results, findings and achievements.
Popularity and promotion of the site will be increased through active link-building initiatives to
capitalize on the existing websites and social networking platforms of project partners.
Relevant EU projects, institutions and thought-leaders within the stakeholder group(s) will
become the primary targets after using appropriate methods to build the communicative reach.
The information contained on the project website is likely to be valuable even after the project
has finished. Therefore, R2M Solution aims at ensuring that the website will continue to exist
after the project implementation period has finished, i.e. bookmarks and published URLs will
continue to function.
Image-centricity and the deployment of cutting edge digital trends and innovative technologies
across all applicable networking platforms is one of many goals for the website, which will
elevate the public interest and assist to build a community that is eager for the INDIGO’s
content updates. Using attractive and well-placed images within the website and social media
posts, as well as using info-graphics to drive traffic and build inbound links, will be top priority
moving forward.
The project website will be a dynamic, vibrant piece of infrastructure that is continuously
updated as the needs of the project change, content is generated by all work packages, and
improved software tools become available. Short term improvements to the website under
consideration, at the time of writing, include:
•

Identifying and defining a coherent historical blog rollout infrastructure;

•

Streamlining communications strategy for the project and associated press releases;

•

Identifying appropriate integration points of the project website with popular social
platforms;

•

Choosing any standards we wish to embrace to ensure accessibility and consistent
rendering;

•

Enabling localisation of content update authorship accessibility and operational
pecking order;

•

Determining what, if any, media-rich resources such as animations and movies could
add value;

•

RSS Newsfeed establishment and launch of the newsletter to subscribers.

All changes to the website will be driven by the needs of the project as they arise throughout
the lifetime of the project, and in consultation with the appropriate project partners.
Descriptions of these changes, and an analysis of the usage of the web facilities in general,
will be included in future deliverables, along with most of the major project milestones and
achievements.
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6. Appendix

Initial content

Screenshots of the webpages.

6.1 Home page
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6.2 About

6.2.1 About – Project
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6.2.2 About – Team
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6.3 News

6.4 Results
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6.5 Contact
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